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Six
Towards an 

inclusive and sustainable 
A s i a - Pa c i f i c  c e n t u r y

A compelling case exists for deepening and 
broadening economic cooperation in the Asia-
Paci�c region and to move forward towards the 
formation of an economic community of Asia 
and the Paci�c as a long-term goal. The four-
pronged action agenda outlined in this study 
covers trade and investment, connectivity, 
�nancial cooperation and cooperation for 
addressing shared risks. The region will need 
an elaborate institutional architecture to move 
ahead with this ambitious agenda.

In the preceding chapters, it was argued that 
fostering regional economic integration would be 
critical to sustain growth in Asia and the Paci�c 
because, burdened by huge debts and global 
imbalances, the advanced economies of the West 
are no longer able to play the role of engines of 
growth for the region that they played over the 
past 60 years. However, the region does not need 
to look very far to �nd new sources of aggregate 
demand. Regional developmental challenges, 
such as poverty and wide disparities in social 
and physical infrastructure, can be turned into 
opportunities for sustaining growth in the future. 
The region’s “bottom billion”, if lifted out of pov- 
erty and allowed to join the mainstream of the 
region’s consumers, could help sustain growth in 
Asia and the Paci�c – and the world at large – in 
decades to come. In addition, if all countries of 
the region were connected seamlessly by closing 
development gaps in physical infrastructure and 
adopting best practices in trade and transport 
facilitation, lagging economies would be able to 
access the largest and most dynamic markets in the 
world, boosting their business and employment 
opportunities. 
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The four-pronged action agenda for 
enhancing regional economic integration in 
Asia and the Paci�c proposed in this study 
could contribute not only to sustaining 
the region’s dynamism, but also to making 
its development process more inclusive 
and sustainable. The agenda entails: (i) the 
formation of a broader integrated regional 
market; (ii) seamless physical connectivity 
across the region; (iii) �nancial cooperation 
for closing the development gaps; and (iv) 
economic cooperation for addressing shared 
vulnerabilities and risks. This agenda could be 
instrumental in the realization of an inclusive 
and sustainable Asia-Paci�c century, in which 
the region would not only be free from 
poverty and hunger but also continue to 
prosper in a sustainable manner, meeting its 
needs without compromising the interests of 
future generations. A dynamic, inclusive and 
sustainable Asia-Paci�c region could become 
an e�ective locomotive to support economic 
growth in the rest of the world, contribute 
to fostering peace, and exercise in�uence 
in global economic governance to a degree 
that is  commensurate with its rising economic 
weight.

To be sure, the proposed agenda is ambitious, 
and it would require an extensive institutional 
architecture for decision-making, consensus 
building, operationalizing it across sectors, 
and implementing it throughout the region. 
The following is an outline of a possible 
institutional architecture, which draws upon 
the experiences of various regional economic 
integration schemes from across the world.

Institutional architecture

The institutional architecture could include 
the following elements:

The Asia-Paci�c Economic Summit (APES): As 
the highest level body, APES would  be tasked 
with setting up the region’s agenda and 
providing direction for its implementation 
among member countries. It would adopt a 
long-term vision for an economic community 
of Asia and the Paci�c and its contours, re�ect 
on global challenges and global a�airs and 
the region’s response, cooperate with other 
agencies and international organizations, and 
meet annually. 

Ministerial councils on trade and investment, 
�nance, transport, energy, food security 
and agriculture, environment, disaster risk 
reduction and technology: These ministerial 
councils would  develop speci�c agendas of 
work for each sector. In a number of cases, the 
ministerial councils would actually replace 
the ad hoc ministerial conferences that 
ESCAP organizes on some sectors such as 
the environment (every �ve years), transport 
(every two years) and disaster risk reduction 
(every two years). In addition, these ministerial 
councils would give direction and operative 
instructions to respective senior o�cials 
meetings. 

Committees of Senior O�cials: In each sector, 
there would be Committees of Senior O�cials 
to implement the mandates given by the 
respective ministerial councils.

A Consultative Committee of Subregional 
Associations: It will bring together all 
subregional bodies, such as the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the South 
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 
(SAARC), the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-
Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation 
(BIMSTEC), the Economic Cooperation 
Organization (ECO) and the Paci�c Islands 
Forum (PIF), of the region to facilitate mutual 
learning. It would meet annually at the 
sidelines of APES.

People-to-people contacts: The programme 
of regional economic integration would not 
be able to  exploit its full potential without the 
people of the region coming together with 
their peers. Regional professional associations 
are  needed to organize such interactions 
for all di�erent professions. Two proposed 
associations that would be very critical are: 

i. An Asia-Paci�c business advisory council,  
which would help mobilize the business 
community to exploit the full potential 
of regional economic integration, and 

ii. An Asia-Paci�c network of think tanks, 
which would bring together research 
institutes across the region that conduct 
studies and recommend evidence-
based policy alternatives to maximize 
the bene�ts from regional economic 
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integration in Asia and the Paci�c. These 
groups would meet annually at the 
sidelines of APES.

Secretariat

The elaborate institutional architecture pro-
posed above would need a secretariat to 
service it. The ESCAP secretariat, in view of its 
multidisciplinary nature, could play that role 
and should be strengthened for that purpose 
to provide secretariat services to APES, 
ministerial councils and their senior o�cials 
level operational bodies. 

In addition, the ESCAP secretariat should work 
closely with other regional and subregional 
organizations, such as the ASEAN Secretariat, 
the SAARC Secretariat, the ECO Secretariat, the 
PIF Secretariat and the to be opened BIMSTEC 
Secretariat, among others, to coordinate the 
programmes of regional economic cooperation 
and integration.  It should also strengthen its 
partnership with the Asian Development 
Bank, which is another regional development 
organization with overlapping membership 
and which is committed to regional 
economic integration, especially in areas 
such as  �nancial cooperation, infrastructure 
development and connectivity, trade 
facilitation, environment and technology 
development. 

The way forward

In December 1963, the First Ministerial 
Conference on Asian Economic Cooperation, 
held in Manila under the auspices of the 
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far 
East (ECAFE) as ESCAP was known then, 
endorsed a proposal to establish a regional 
development bank for Asia to supplement 
World Bank activities aimed at assisting the 
countries in the region in their e�orts to 
rebuild their economies as they came out of 
the yoke of colonialism and the Second World 
War. Three years later, the Asian Development 
Bank was born. 

Nearly half a century later, the Asia-Paci�c 
region is once again at such a juncture in 
its evolution. In the aftermath of the global 
economic and �nancial crisis it has become 
clear that business as usual is no longer an 
option and that it is necessary to look for 
alternative ways and means to sustain the 
region’s  dynamism. The ESCAP Commission 
should seize this moment to convene the Asia-
Paci�c Ministerial Conference on Regional 
Economic Cooperation and Integration 
in 2013 not only to celebrate the �ftieth 
anniversary of the earlier conference but 
also to review and consider possible ways to 
implement the recommendations contained 
in the present study and chart out a road map 
to grow together for shared prosperity and 
for an inclusive and sustainable Asia-Paci�c 
Century!
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